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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

1  Trachtman, Joel P  
\textit{The international law of economic migration: toward the fourth freedom.}  
xxi, 417 p.: ill. 24 cm.  
\textbf{K3275 .T73 2009}

ANTITRUST AND TRADE REGULATION

2  Brammer, Silke  
\textit{Co-operation between national competition agencies in the enforcement of EC competition law.}  
\textbf{KJE6456 .B72 2009}

CIVIL PROCEDURE

3  Tang, Zheng Sophia  
\textit{Electronic consumer contracts in the conflict of laws.}  
\textbf{K3842 .T36 2009}

4  Andrews, Neil  
\textit{The modern civil process: judicial and alternative forms of dispute resolution in England.}  
\textbf{KD7644 .A953 2008}

COMMERCIAL LAW

5  Bridge, M.G. (Michael G.)  
\textit{The sale of goods.}  
\textbf{KD1650 .B75 2009}

CONFLICT OF LAWS — SEE — CIVIL PROCEDURE

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

6  Makkan, Sam  
\textit{The Equality Act 2006: a guide to the constitution and functions of the Commission for Equality and Human Rights.}  
\textbf{KD4095 .M339 2008}
7 Knechtle, John C

Mastering constitutional law.
KF4550 .K542 2009

8 Queer mobilizations: LGBT activists confront the law.
KF4754.5 .Q44 2009

9 Klosek, Jacqueline, 1972-

The right to know: your guide to using and defending freedom of information law in the United States.
KF5753 .K58 2009

CONTRACTS

10 Capacitas: contract law and the institutional preconditions of a market economy.
K840 .C36 2009

11 Brunner, Christoph

Force majeure and hardship under general contract principles: exemption for non-performance in international arbitration.
K1042 .B78 2009

CRIMINAL LAW

12 Shellow, James

Cross-examination of the analyst in drug prosecutions.
KF8920 .S53 2009

13 Criminal Justice Section newsletter.
KF9223.A15 C773

CYBERLAW

14 Law and the Internet.
KD2207 .L39 2009
DOMESTIC RELATIONS

15 David, Paulo, 1962-

*Article 31 : the right to leisure, play and culture.*
*K639.A41989 D38 2006*

16 Brems, Eva

*Article 14 : the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion.*
*K639 .B744 2006*

17 Doek, J. E

*Article 8 : the right to preservation of identity*  *Article 9 : the right not to be separated from his or her parents.*
*K639 .D64 2006*

18 Eide, Asbjørn

*Article 24 : the right to health.*
*K639 .E373 2006*

19 Nowak, Manfred, 1950-

*Article 6 : the right to life, survival, and development.*
*K639 .N693 2005*

20 Vandenhole, Wouter

*Article 26 : the right to benefit from social security.*
*K639 .V38 2007*

21 Verheyde, Mieke

*Article 43-45 : the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child.*
*K639 .V475 2006*

22 Verheyde, Mieke

*Article 28 : the right to education.*
*K639 .V477 2006*

23 Ang, Fiona

*Article 38 : children in armed conflicts.*
*K4725 .A93 2005*
24 Withit Mantāphŏn
*Article 34 : Sexual exploitation and sexual abuse of children.*
*K5189 .W58 2007*

25 Van Bueren, Geraldine
*Article 40 : child criminal justice.*
*K5575 .V36 2006*

26 *Runaway and homeless youth and the law : model state statutes.*
*KF479 .R86 2009*

27 Duffield, Barbara, 1968-
*Educating children without housing : a primer on legal requirements and implementation strategies for educators, advocates, and policymakers : pursuant to the Mckinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act.*
*KF4217.H6 D84 2009*

28 *What is right for children? : the competing paradigms of religion and human rights.*
*KF4783 .W43 2009*

29 Vandewiele, Tiny
*Optional protocol : the involvement of children in armed conflicts.*
*UB418.C45 V36 2006*

ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

30 *Adjudicating climate change : state, national, and international approaches.*
*K3593 .A93 2009*

31 *Lawyers' Medicine;The Legislature, the Courts and Medical Practice, 1760-2000.*
*KD3395 .L38 2009*

32 *ASEAN environmental law, policy, and governance : selected documents.*
*KNC705 .A974 2009*
EUROPEAN UNION – see – INTERNATIONAL LAW

IMMIGRATION – see – ADMINISTRATIVE LAW

INSURANCE – see – REGULATED INDUSTRIES

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

33  *Competition policy and intellectual property.*
    KE2779 .C64 2009

34  Hilderbrand, Lucas, 1975-
    *Inherent vice : bootleg histories of videotape and copyright.*
    KF3030.4 .H55 2009

INTERNATIONAL LAW

35  Ssenyonjo, Manisuli
    *Economic, social and cultural rights in international law.*
    K3240 .S64 2009

36  Douglas, Zachary
    *The international law of investment claims.*
    K3830 .D68 2009

37  Marboe, Irmgard
    *Calculation of compensation and damages in international investment law.*
    K3830 .M37 2009

38  Rodley, Nigel S
    *The treatment of prisoners under international law.*
    K5514 .R63 2009

39  Mills, Alex
    *The confluence of public and private international law : justice, pluralism and subsidiarity in the international constitutional ordering of private law.*
    K7040 .M55 2009
40 Nergelius, Joakim
*The constitutional dilemma of the European Union.*
*KJE4445 .N47 2009*

41 Brammer, Silke
*Co-operation between national competition agencies in the enforcement of EC competition law.*
*KJE6456 .B72 2009*

42 Parry, Clive
*Parry & Grant encyclopaedic dictionary of international law.*
*REF KZ1160 .P33 2009*

43 Feinstein, Lee
*Means to an end : U.S. interest in the International Criminal Court.*
*KZ6311 .F45 2009*

44 Hurwitz, Agnès G
*The collective responsibility of states to protect refugees.*
*KZ6530 .H87 2009*

**JURISPRUDENCE**

45 Miller, Ruth Austin, 1975-
*Law in crisis : the ecstatic subject of natural disaster.*
*K240 .M55 2009*

46 Travers, Max
*Understanding law and society.*
*K370 .T73 2010*

47 Brigham, John, 1945-
*Material law : a jurisprudence of what's real.*
*KF389 .B75 2009*

**JUVENILE LAW – SEE – DOMESTIC RELATIONS**
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56 Law School Admission Council
   *Grants report.*
   Newtown, Pa. : Law School Admission Council. v. 28 cm.
   KF285.Z9 G72

57 Kaplan, Ari L
   *The opportunity maker: strategies for inspiring your legal career through creative networking and business development.*
   CAREER PLANNING KF297 .K26 2008

58 O'Connell, Jeffrey
   *Political and legal adventurers: from Marx to Moynihan.*
   KF353 .O36 2009

59 Neuenschwander, John A
   *A guide to oral history and the law.*
   KF390.O7 N484 2009

60 *Cicero and modern law.*
   KJA810.A3 C52 2009

**Other Areas of Law**

61 *Legal practice and cultural diversity.*
   K3242.A6 L44 2009

62 Holding, John D
   *US manual of international air carriage.*
   KF1093 .H65 2009

63 *Consumer protection in the age of the 'information economy'.*
   KF1609 .C646 2006

64 Mendelson, Richard, 1953-
   *From demon to darling: a legal history of wine in America.*
   KF3924.W5 M46 2009
65  Hynes, Jessica G
   *Connecticut legal research.*
   KFC3675 .H96 2009

66  Peffer, John
   *Art and the end of apartheid.*
   Minneapolis : University of Minnesota Press, c2009.
   xxii, 339 p., 8 p. of plates : ill. (some col.)  27 cm.
   N7392.2 .P44 2009

67  *Digital literacies : concepts, policies and practices.*
   TK5105.875.157 D546 2008

   Lanham, [Md.] : Bernan Press, c2009-. v. : ill.  24 cm; Annual; 2009-.
   REF Z1223.Z7 E46

**PHILOSOPHY – see – JURISPRUDENCE**

**PROPERTY (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)**

69  *Municipal building and zoning code enforcement best Practices : municipal attorneys on investigating code violations, complying with new regulations, and monitoring enforcement practices.*
   K3538 .M87 2009

70  Minter, Scott
   *Wisconsin real estate law.*
   Madison, Wis. : University of Wisconsin Law School, Continuing Education and Outreach, 2008.
   2008 ed. 1 v. (various pagings) : forms  26 cm.
   KFW2512 .M32 2008

**REGULATED INDUSTRIES**

71  *The future of insurance regulation in the United States.*
   viii, 232 p. : ill.  24 cm.
   HG8535 .F88 2009

**RELIGIOUS LAW – see – OTHER AREAS OF LAW**
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

72  Muyebe, Stanislaus C
    *Restorative justice reform in the catholic church : its risks and its benefits.*
    Cape Town, South Africa : New Voices Pub., 2009. 1st ed. 84 p. 21 cm.
    K970 .M89 2009

73  *Concrete, steel & paint;[videorecording] : a film about crime, restoration and healing.*
    1 videodisc (55 min.) : sd., col. 4 3/4 in.
    RES KF1328 .C652 2009

SALES – see – COMMERCIAL LAW

SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

74  *Sports marketing.*
    Loganville, Ga. : Richard K. Miller Associates. v. 28 cm;Annual;Began in 2006?
    GV716 .M55

STATES LAW-NOT WISCONSIN - see – OTHER AREAS OF LAW

TORTS

75  Glannon, Joseph W
    *The law of torts : examples and explanations.*
    KF1250 .G62 2005

76  *Mastering tort law.*
    KF1250 .M328 2009

WILLS, TRUSTS, ESTATES

77  *Estate planning and recovery for elderly clients.*
    KFW2491.A3 E78 2009

WISCONSIN LAW

78  *Estate planning and recovery for elderly clients.*
    KFW2491.A3 E78 2009
79  Minter, Scott
   *Wisconsin real estate law.*
   Madison, Wis. : University of Wisconsin Law School, Continuing Education and Outreach, 2008.
   2008 ed. 1 v. (various pagings) : forms  26 cm.
   KFW2512 .M32 2008

80  Graupner, Charles P
   *Eminent domain: key trial tactics.*
   Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, c2009. 128 p. : ill.  28 cm.
   KFW2939.E45 G72 2009

**WOMEN AND THE LAW**

81  *Gender equality : dimensions of women's equal citizenship.*
   KF478 .G46 2009

**ZONING – see – PROPERTY (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)**